Fo' shizzle!

We asked university students what they would call themselves if they hit the top of the hip hop charts...

Mohamed Hajar
American University of Sharjah
Lil' Red - because it's my middle name, so I'm a little 'Red'!

Khaled Zaidan
American University of Sharjah
Sonic - because of my hair, people always call me Sonic.

Josh Taiwidi
Manipal University Dubai
I've never thought about calling myself anything hip-hop - maybe Amagi after the Bentley Amagie!

Solinder Kaur
Murdoch University
Candy Kaur - because it's my last name and Hard Kaur is already taken!

Preston Fernandes
Manipal University Dubai
Spike - because my hair is in a spike always.

Vijay Samuel
Murdoch University
I would go with my own name, Vijay or rather VJ Vijay, Vijay the VJ or something like that.

Davinder Singh
Manipal University Dubai
MC Reaper - because I just like the name and all my email IDs are based on the Grim Reaper.

Dima Bittar
American University of Sharjah
Diamz - it sounds cool!

Joris Ziggy
Heriot-Watt
Mahatma Ziggy - probably I'll have a little Hindi music in my hip-hop, so that's why.

Omar Tom
American University in Dubai
O.T., because of my initials.